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Deliver engaging content with an all-in-one event management platform

The Digitell Platform from BroadcastMed is the trusted event solution platform for leading associations and societies.
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CMS/LMS

BroadcastMed developed its proprietary Content Management, Learning Management, and Event Management System. This unique offering allows organizations to seamlessly incorporate virtual & hybrid events with educational OnDemand content into one learning platform. This enables efficient content management, tracking, and reporting for all educational engagements.

Services include CMS/LMS management, abstract and speaker management, publications/journals, CME/CNE management, content monetization tools, data exchange (APIs), tracking, and customized reports providing deep user insight.
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Hybrid Events

BroadcastMed provides onsite professional hybrid live streaming for conferences, seminars, meetings, and other events. Whether integrating with the existing AV or providing the entire onsite AV and production, we have the expertise and technical capabilities to flawlessly capture and broadcast live content to a global audience.

Services include onsite video production, multi-camera angles, audio/video setup, streaming integration, audience engagement tools, and analytics.
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Virtual Events

BroadcastMed specializes in virtual event solutions, including one-day live webcasts to multi-day/concurrent virtual events. We offer end-to-end services to plan, design, and execute virtual events that provide attendees with an immersive and interactive educational experience.

Services may include virtual production, green room speaker management, virtual event platform, live engagement player, attendee registration, on-demand access, virtual networking, exhibitor booths, and virtual sponsorships.
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Content Capture and Distribution

BroadcastMed offers content capture and distribution services to help organizations leverage their valuable conference content and educational resources. We provide high-quality recording and digitization of presentations, workshops, and sessions, and facilitate the distribution through various channels.

Services include onsite video recording, editing, post-production, content hosting, online streaming, on-demand access, and secure delivery options.
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Monetization and Revenue Generation

BroadcastMed assists organizations in monetizing their virtual/hybrid and OnDemand content. We offer effective strategies and tools to generate revenue through non-dues revenue as well as registration fees, sponsorships, exhibitor packages, advertising options, pay-per-view models, group access, and other monetization opportunities.

Services include pricing and packaging guidance, sponsorship management, exhibitor management, e-commerce integration, payment processing, and analytics.
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BroadcastMed specializes in virtual event solutions, including one-day live webcasts to multi-day/concurrent virtual events. We offer end-to-end services to plan, design, and execute virtual events that provide attendees with an immersive and interactive educational experience.

Services may include virtual production, green room speaker management, virtual event platform, live engagement player, attendee registration, on-demand access, virtual networking, exhibitor booths, and virtual sponsorships.
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Why Partner With Us?


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































What Our Clients Say



	
Thank you so much to the Digitell team for an impeccable display of engineering genius!
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Arthur Schwartz

President, Character.org







	
For this first conference we really want to make a good impression, we want things to look very high standard and high quality and that is what led me to contact Digitell.
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Donna Black

President at Social Emotional Learning Alliance for Texas







	
Your client services and technical teams were amazing and delivered high quality event and first-class customer service to our staff, speakers, and attendees.
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Jerome Bruce

Director of Meetings & Exhibits, AGA







	
The Digitell team was utterly off the charts in assisting us in pulling this off! You guys are one of the MOST solid companies I’ve ever had the experience to work with.
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Brandi Waits

Production Lead, RheumNow







	
Session rebroadcasts have been a successful tool for extending the value of our recorded content and engaging an international audience.
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Eileen M. Kiley

Director of Communications, Materials Research Society















Interested in Learning More?



Already sold? Schedule a demo!
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